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Executive Director’s Corner

Executive Director Dana Weiss

Happy Spring! 

It appears as though the weather is 
finally going to reflect the calendar date 
and start to turn warm. For me, it can’t 
happen soon enough. 

As another academic year closes I want 
to take this opportunity to thank every-
one for your hard work and dedication 
to our company values. I especially 
would like to 
congratulate our team members who 
have received awards for their exempla-
ry service. Congratulations to Wayne 
Thorn and Cindy Smith for receiving the 
BASC Exemplary Service Award. 

These team members are not the only 
ones who have played a part in creating 
points of pride for BASC. If I asked each 
of you to share a story  to another BASC 
team memeber from this year that made 

you proud,  I am certain that I would 
hear about the great WOW that took 
place, or the Best of the Best Campus 
Chefs Competition, or how smoothly 
a special event went, or any number of 
examples of “planned” events or  
activities. Of course it is important for us 
to make sure that these events are points 
of pride since the spotlight is focused on 
them. But what truly makes me proud 
of our team doesn’t happen with a lot of 
fanfare. I am proud of our commitment 
to providing excellent products and  
extraordinary customer service every 
time we interact with our customers.  
This occurs each time you address our 
customer by name, when you know their 
“usual” before they ask for it, when you 
offer a word of encouragement or even 
just a smile. This embodies our  
commitment to providing excellent  

customer care and in making each  
impression a positive one.  This is what 
makes BASC successful!

So as the semester closes, keep up the 
good work so that we can finish strong 
and come back to achieve even greater 
heights in the new academic year.  

Have a great summer and see you in the 
fall!

Dana
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NEWS & VIEWS

Be Awesome was our theme throughout 
the year and Awesome is a great  
descriptor of the year we’ve had! 

The team successfully completed not one, 
but two Be Awesome Challenges! This 
semester team members have been  
submitting statements about how their 
work directly contributes to the overall 
goals of BASC. The Marketing Team 
has created posters showcasing each 
team member who participated. It’s been 
awesome to see all of the posters and how 
the hard work and dedication of so many 
results in BASC successfully delivering 
services to the campus each and every 
day. Page 3 contains just a few examples 
of the many posters collected. BASC 
looks forward to sharing the entire  
collection at our End of the Year  
Celebration on Tuesday, May 21.

Many thanks to those that served on the 
Continuous Improvement Team this 
year: Steve Miller, Sarah Plain, Kelly 
Koss, Mary Crumb, Scott Connelly, 
Linda Marshall, Debbie Rockow,  
Teresa Holupko, Pam Fostano,  
Ambrose Wagner, and Patty Sorel. This 

group has been a great resource for input 
and feedback on a number of initiatives, 
including: 

• Updates to the Employee section 
of the BASC website (look for 
changes to be implemented over 
the summer)

• Training topics for Return to 
work, Student Manager  
Orientation, and other  
professional development

• Special event and promotion ideas 
for dining

• Employee appreciation initiatives 
including the New Year Party,  
Exemplary Service Awards, Be  
Awesome Challenges, and the  
ever-popular t-shirt and jeans days!

• Other employee involvement  
initiatives including the Annual 
Halloween Costume Contest,  
Presents for Residents, Wrapping/
Card Making Party, and Denim 
Dollars for Scholars

• Overall operation improvements

Congratulations to the fifteen team 
members who completed Connection 
Specialist training this year bringing our 
total number of participants to 108!

All of our efforts have resulted in high 
customer satisfaction scores once again 
on this year’s dining survey. (See the full 
results on page 4.) While our scores on 
this survey vary slightly year-to-year, the 
overall consistency of our high ratings 
demonstrate the quality program that 
we have in place. There’s always room for 
improvement and we must continuously 
adapt to the current needs of our  
customers to maintain these high levels 
of satisfaction. Thank you to our team 
for your continued dedication this year. 
With your help, we look forward to  
raising the bar even higher next year! 

As another academic year comes to a 
close, let’s send our students off for the 
summer or their next life adventure with 
all the warmth that we welcomed them 
with in the fall. As always, thank you for 
the work that you do and Being  
Awesome every day! 

1. Team – We respect one another, come to work each day with a positive attitude, and create 
a favorable work environment. We value the strength that a diverse team creates. We value 
open and honest communication. We celebrate success and have fun! 

2. Organizational Integrity – We operate with the best interests of the College in mind.  
We follow the rules. We value honesty, ethics, and transparency. We take ownership and  
personal responsibility for our actions. We create trust with our customers and each other 
as an organization. 

3. Passion for Excellence – We pride ourselves on providing outstanding customer care and  
in making each impression a positive one. We value quality, service, and professionalism.  
We are risk-takers who take initiative and value innovation and continuous improvement. 

4. Stewards – We manage resources efficiently to create and preserve value for our customers. 
We value safety and make it a key priority. We take care of the environment and provide 
campus leadership in sustainability.

BASC VALUES
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The survey asks participants to rate a 
variety of topics in terms of both  
importance and satisfaction. From the 
survey data we’re able to focus our  
energies on the areas that are most 
important to people. There are many 
areas that customers have identified as 
important and they are very satisfied, 
like  friendliness and helpfulness of staff, 
cleanliness, food overall, speed of service, 
and service overall. We want to keep 
doing those things really well! In terms 
of improvements, we want to focus our 
attention on those areas that are  
important to customers and that don’t 
fare as well in terms of satisfaction. These 
areas have consistently included:

1. Value 

2. Hours of operation 

3. Variety of menu choices  
4. Freshness 
5. Taste  
6. Variety of healthy menu choices 

7. Nutritional Content

It is important to note that even in these 
opportunity areas in almost all cases our 
satisfaction scores remain higher than 
the industry averages. 

We are very pleased  with this year’s 
survey results  and want to continue 
this momentum moving forward! In 
the spirit of continuous improvement, 
the table below includes the top areas of 
focus and specific short and long-term 
strategies to address them. Many of these 
strategies should look familiar because 
they are things that we’ve been working 

on throughout the past  
several years. Thank you 
for your continued good 
work 
—well done! 

Dining Service Survey Results & Strategies
For the past ten years, we have utilized 
the National Association of College & 
University Food Services (NACUFS) 
survey tool to help us gauge how well 
our program is meeting the needs of the 
campus community. This allows us to 
not only gain customer feedback about  
our program, but also to compare our  
results with other participating  
institutions in the northeast region and 
across the country

This year’s overall dining service score 
was 4.12 out of a possible 5, a slight  
decrease over last year’s score of 4.21. 
Our dining program continues to be 
among the very best with scores above 
the industry average and the northeast 
region.

NEWS & VIEWS
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BASC congratulates our student  
scholarship recipients who received a total 
of $15,000 with the help of our Barnes &  
Noble and Pepsi business partners.

Barnes & Noble/Pepsi Award Recipients:

Emma Chilson-Cline, Bookstore

Nolan Coble, Bookstore

Lilia Hutchinson, Brockway

Teena Gerling, Catering

Julia Riehl, Catering

Jonathan Dean, Harrison

Rebecca Munro, Harrison

Caylan Wilder, Harrison

Emily Conn, Harrison

Alexa Miles, The Square

Cynthia John-Ogam, The Square 

Thank you to everyone who participated 
in the Employee Survey at the end of 
last semester! We received 140 responses 
and over 230 comments and suggestions. 
Feedback from our team members is 
important to us as we strive to be a great 
place to work - it helps us to know what’s 
going well and where we can improve. 
Workgroup specific results are currently 
being reviewed with the management 
teams. 

Surveys can be a helpful tool in  

identifying areas to focus on, however 
they don’t tell you everything that may 
be needed in order to develop strate-
gies moving forward. Over the coming 
months we will be having conversations 
about these results so that we can better 
understand them and develop  
appropriate strategies to support our 
continuous improvement efforts. Team 
members will have an opportunity to 
provide additional feedback via Focus 
Groups at our annual Return to Work 
Meeting in August.  

Additionally, please relay any  
improvement ideas to your manager 
or Continuous Improvement Team 
representative.

Thanks again for participating in this 
survey and helping BASC to be a great 
place to work for all our team members! 
We look forward to celebrating our 
successes and implementing continuous 
improvement initiatives in the months 
ahead.

NEWS & VIEWS
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Employee Survey Results

Student Scholarship Winners

Julia Riehl - Catering Alexa Miles - The Square Cynthia John-Ogam -  
The Square

Lilia Hutchinson - 
Brockway

Jonathan Dean -  
Harrison

Nolan Coble - Bookstore

Emma Chilson-Cline -  
Bookstore

Rebecca Munro -  
Harrison Caylan Wilder - Harrison

Teena Gerling - Catering

Not pictured:
Emily Conn - Harrison



of luck on their future endeavors. Thank 
you for all  of the hard work you have put 
in over the years.

Ayah Maali, Bookstore

Aduke Webb, Brockway

Brittany Urbanczyk, Brockway

Kervin Lavaud,  Brockway

Bianca Quintero, Brockway

Lilia Hutchinson, Brockway

Jon Robertson, Catering

Tessa Cutting, Conferences & Events

Katelyn Peck, Conferences & Events

Chantal Yawson, Harrison

Frank DeFrancesco, Harrison

Matthew Lauster, Harrison

Markaylia Grant, Harrison

Samantha Ernest, Harrison

Every year colleges and universities across 
the country recognize the importance of 
the student work experience during 
National Student Employment Week. As 
one of the largest student employers on 
campus, BASC recognizes the  
contributions our student employees 
make in our daily operations. 

BASC held it’s third annual Student  
Appreciation Day, in celebration of  
Student Employee Week, which was 
filled with raffles, food, and fun. 

We also continued our tradition of  
hosting our annual Student Manager 
Appreciation Night. At this event we 
thanked our student managers for the  
contribution they make to the BASC 
team and recognized those who are  
graduating. Please join us in  
congratulating all of our graduating 
student managers and wish them the best 

Mark Peszynski, Harrison 

Lauren Umlauft, Harrison

Anthony Lana, IT

Austin LaFever, Marketing

Dominique Bain, The Square

Marissa Henry, The Square

Malik Lisbon, The Square

Dustin Miles, The Square

Nicole Catalano, The Square

Morgan Szczepanski, The Square

Kris-Ann Smith, The Square 

Cynthia John-Ogam, The Square

Scott Lee, The Square

Meg Dobinski, TRAX

Hikari Ochi, TRAX

Benjamin Appleton, TRAX

Jarin Zehr, TRAX
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Meet the MAPS Member!
Name:  
Stephanie Scala

Position:  
Catering Office Assistant

Favorite part about BASC:  
“My favorite is that we put the  
customers first. I think that’s the most  
important thing about a business and 
our dedication to do so is what makes 
me proud to be a BASC employee.”

Favorite hobby:  
Cooking and boxing

Favorite TV Show:  
The Today Show and Friends

Fun Fact: 
Stephanie is quite the busy girl. She is 
balancing work, studying for her MBA at 
The College of Brockport, and on top of 
it all just completed the Rochester Flower 
City Half Marathon!

The summer work schedules are in the 
final stages of being completed. They 
will be distributed at the End-of-the-
Year Gathering on Tuesday, May 21. 
If you have questions regarding your 
summer work schedule, please see your 
unit manager.
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Our thoughts and prayers go out to the 
following people as well as their family 
and friends: 
Nate Boyd and Ethan Boyd for their 
loss of their grandmother in April.

Mike Ellinwood for the loss of his  
grandfather in May. 

Condolences Summer Schedules

Registration is now open! Join other 
runners and walkers from The College at 
Brockport (BASC included) as we run, 
walk, or roll the 3.5 mile course in  
downtown Rochester. Celebrate with the 
team after the race at the Frontier Field 
concession stands and enjoy the fireworks 
display. You must be an employee of the 
College in order to participate.

This year, BASC will be covering your  
registration fee! This will include team 
t-shirts and you will also receive a free  

participation t-shirt from JP Morgan 
Chase.

Please register first at the Chase Corporate 
Challenge website (we are listed as The 
College at Brockport). No credit card is 
needed! Then, let Kelly Plyter know that 

J.P. Chase Corporate Challenge
you have signed-up. She can be reached at 
kelly.plyter@basc1.org or 395-2644. 

Register at:

https://register.jpmorganchasecc.com/
register/jpmccc/reg.tcl?id=41434



Around the Water Cooler
of her daughter, Shelly, and Shelly’s 
husband for receiving their Masters 
Degrees.

Best of luck to our graduating  
students and student managers.

Harrison Highlights 
Christine Parassell celebrates  
becoming a “great” grandma to  
Evelyn Rose. Evelyn was 7 lb. 2 oz. 
and born on Feburary 11.

Welcome back to Sally Avino, Mary 
Crumb, and Kathy Clark who just 
came back after being out.

Thank you to Shalyn Wyant for  
assisting the Harrison team while 
Mary was out.

Welcome to our new part-time  
employees: Casey Rue, Unique  
Jordan, John Lemon, Joanna Taylor, 
and Monica French. 

Congratulations to our graduating 
student employees: Chantal Yawson, 
Frank DeFrancesco, Markaylia 
Grant, Sam Ernest, Mark  
Peszyniski, and Lauren Umlauft. 
Best wishes for a bright future. 

Congratulations to our new student 
managers Quincy Neaton and 
Cynthia Mellon.

Congrats to Amanda Catherwood as 
she is now is a home owner!

Congratulations to Gina Maclaren 
on her move to Conferences and 
Events. Thank you for sharing your 
great ideas, decorating talents, and 
not to mention your humor over the 
years. 
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Administrative
Announcements
Vernon VanSkiver went to Virginia 
to play baseball in April.

Congratulations to Deborah Ferris 
who graduated with her Masters of 
Science in Accounting from  
Plymouth State University in New 
Hampshire.

Aerie Cafe has been renamed to Raj 
Madan Cafe after a naming  
celebration took place in April in 
honor of Raj, former Drake Memorial 
Library Director.

Bookstore Buzz
The Bookstore had another successful 
De-stress fest on May 8. There were 
dogs, board games, hand massages, 
coloring, snacks, and more!

Bakery Sweets 
Tricia Hillman would like to thank 
her staff for welcoming her as their 
new boss and for all their hard work 
this year!
Brockway 
Blurbs
Congratulations to 
student manager, Lilia 
Hutchison for being the  
recipient of several 
scholarship awards!

Congratulations to Jessica Voisey for  
having a healthy baby girl this past 
February named Lilliana. 

Scott Connelly attended NACUFS 
in Montreal and represented the  
company and had a great  
exerperience.

Michele Brown is excited for getting 
an addition to her family - a puppy 
named Jake!

Thanks to all those who  
participated in the Humane Society 
Culinary Training to expand their 
knowledge on plant based cooking. 

Chef Richard Reynolds hosted 
the etiquette dinner for 75 students.

Mike Ellinwood is excited for turkey 
season! 

John Fleisher can’t wait for the Lilac 
Festival this month.

Lidia Medrano-Garcia is looking 
forward to the warmer weather for 
farm markets and fresh peaches.

Stephanie Schuth also can’t wait for 
the warm weather and is ready for 
summer.

The Square & Café 
Scribbles  
Loreen Stetzel is very excited that 
her son Patrick proposed to his  
girlfriend Anna in Barcelona, Spain.

Patty Sorel is also very excited on the 
engagement of her son Jimmy and his 
now fiance Emily.

Speedie recovery to Kelly Koss and 
Kellie Weatherbee. We hope you’re 
feeling better soon! 

Good luck to Chris McCauley on his 
new adventure at Trax. You will be 
missed.

Welcome back to Joan Grossman 
and Linda Marshall.

Francesca Menendez is proud  

Lilliana Voisey



At BASC, safety is more than a key  
priority; it’s a value. Priorities may change 
but our values remain consistent and drive 
our actions. It’s important to keep safety at 
the top of mind.

As we approach the end of the spring 2019 
semester, let’s be sure to not forget some 
safety fundamentals.

Cut Prevention

• Use the right knife for the job.

• Do not grab falling knives. When a 
knife starts to fall, jump backward to 
get out of the way.

• Always carry a knife with the tip 
pointing downward and with the 
cutting edge turned away from your 
body.

• Never talk while holding a knife in 
your hand. Should you start to gesture 
with the knife, there could be serious 
consequences.

• Remember to use the provided cut 
resistant glove.

Burn Prevention

• Use oven mitts/pads, dry towels when 
handling hot skillets, pots, or roasting 
pans.

• Avoid splashing grease on top of the 
range. Grease will ignite quickly, 
causing a fire. Do not throw water on 
a grease or fat fire, smother it. Use a 

foam extinguisher or a wet towel.

• Remove the lids of pots slowly. Lift 
the side of the lid that is away from 
you so the steam does not rush out 
too quickly, causing burns to your 
hands or face.

• Always give notice of “hot stuff” 
when moving a hot container from 
one place to the other.

Slip/Fall Prevention

• Wet floors are dangerous. Keep them 
dry.

• Pick up or wipe up any spilled item 
immediately, particularly water or 
other similar liquids.

• When liquid or fat is spilled, have 
one person watch the area and warn 
others of the danger while another 
goes for a mop. Small areas may be 
sprinkled with salt to provide  
traction until the spill is cleaned up.

• Walk. Do not run or slide across the 
floor.

• Never leave utensils on the floor. 
Someone is sure to trip over them, and 
it may be you.

• Keep all traffic areas clear of boxes, 
garbage cans, portable equipment, 
mops, brooms, etc.

By recognizing and understanding the  
potential hazards in your work area, you can 

help prevent accidents from occurring. All 
accidents are preventable. Both employees 
and employers must take responsibility for 
making the workplace safe. Causing injury 
by failing to follow known safety procedures 
or knowingly allowing uncontrolled  
hazardous situations to develop are seriuos 
safety violations. 

Workplace hazards include things such as 
slippery floors, loose floor mats, and sharp 
knives, as well as hazardous materials. It is 
important for all employees to be aware of 
hazards, even if they seem obvious.

The most important concept to remember is 
that you are responsible for your own safety 
and the safety of others.

Our safety committee will continue to be an 
active part of our safety educational process 
and accident prevention.

The role of the Safety Team is to review  
operating practices and make  
recommendations to improve safety in the 
workplace. Safety team members include: 
Jermaine Toppin, Michele Brown, Lloyd 
McCauley, Sarah Plain, Chris McCauley, 
and Steve Osborne. Feel free to talk to any 
member of the Safety Team if you have ideas 
or recommendations for improving  
workplace safety.

Remember - safety doesn’t happen by  
accident!

SpotlightDining Services 
Safety
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A message from Safety Team Leader Jermaine Toppin



A special thanks to everyone who  
participated in the Denim Dollar$ for 
Scholars campaign! A total of $650 
was raised for student scholarships on 
campus.

Denim Dollar$ 
For Scholars  

NEWS & VIEWS
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BASC will recognize its employees for 
their years of service (at every five year  
increment) at the End-of-the-Year  
Employee Gathering on Tuesday, May 21. 
In addition, the College will recognize 
those employees with 25, 30, 35, or 40 
years of service at the annual College 
Recognition Dinner on Thursday, May 
23.

Thank you to these employees for their 
many, many years of dedicated service!

Five Years 

Michael Ellinwood, Brockway

Daniel Austin, Brockway

Mary Crumb, Harrison

Patricia Torres, TRAX

Twenty Years

Cathy Legacy, Dining Services

Desta Walker, The Square 

Twenty-Five Years

Marianne Torres, Bakery

Thirty Years

Peggy Turlington, Brockway

Linda Marshall, The Square

*If anyone has any questions regarding 
their longevity or thinks their name may 
have been left out of the above listings, 
please contact Sarah Plain, 395-2752 
ASAP.

Sally Avino, Harrison

Alex Grabar, Harrison

Stephen Toole, TRAX

Sonya Moyer, TRAX

Ten Years

Stephen Miller, Administration

Amanda Catherwood, Harrison

Teresa Holupko, Jitterbugs

Fifteen Years

Gina Maclaren, Conferences & Events

Scott Connelly, Brockway

Christine Passarell, Harrison

Elizabeth Morrow, The Square

Gail Pfeffer, The Square 

Longevity Awards

Commencement is almost here and  
volunteers are greatly needed. The  
graduate Commencement eremony will 
take place on Friday, May 17 at 5 pm and 
the two undergraduate ceremonies will 
take place on Saturday, May 18 at 9:30 
am and 2 pm. All ceremonies will be in 
the SERC Field House. BASC  
management and professional staff are 

encouraged to sign up to help at one or 
more ceremonies by May 10 by  
completing the form at brockport.edu/
commencement/volunteer. BASC hourly 
employees may be scheduled by their 
supervisors to work those days. 

For more information about the  
ceremonies, please visit brockport.edu/

commencement. 

Commencement is an exciting  
time and one for us to celebrate our 
students’ success! Thank you in advance 
for your willingness to help make this day 
special. 
 

Commencement Volunteers Needed

BASC will hold its annual End-of-the-
Year Employee Gathering on Tuesday, 
May 21. Registration will begin at 9:30 
am and the program will run from 10 am 
- 2 pm at the New York Room, Cooper 
Hall. Lunch will be provided as well as 
refreshments throughout. Employees will 
be paid for the full four hours. 

Numerious raffles and giveaways will 
take place throughout the event, as we 
celebrate yet another successful academic 
year! 

End-of-the-Year Employee Gathering



Congratulations to BASC’s Exemplary 
Service Award recipients —  
Wayne Thorn (Maintenance) and  
Cindy Smith (Harrison).

The Exemplary Service Awards recognize 
employees who demonstrate and role 
model the BASC corporate values of  
team, organizational integrity,  passion 
for excellence, and stewardship. Both 
Wayne and Cindy will be recognized at 
the annual College Recognition Dinner 
on Thursday, May 23. 

We would also like to recognize all of this 
year’s nominees for the exemplary service 
award. Choosing this year’s recipients 
was not an easy task, as there were  
many deserving candidates. The  
following employees were also  
nominated by their fellow colleagues: 

Gabriel Rivera (Brockway), Julie  
Burkhardt (Brockway), Patricia  
Rowley (The Square), Geremy  
Rheinwald (The Square), Kellie  
Weatherbee (The Square), Darlene 
Sietmann (Raj Madan Cafe), Heather 
Henry (TRAX), Kevin Derrane  
(Harrison), MJ Dixson ( Jitterbugs), 
Loreen Stetzel (The Square), Zachary 
Adams (Brockway).

Congratulations to all nominees! 

L to R: Dana Weiss, Wayne Thorn, Steve Osborne

L to R: Dana Weiss, Cindy Smith, Jeffrie Pack, Gina Maclaren

Save the Date!
August 8 

Return to Work 
Gathering

NEWS & VIEWS
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Since the last News & Views issue in  
February, there have been new additions 
to the BASC team. Please make sure 
to give Lidia Medrano-Garcia from 
Brockway, James Potter from Brockway, 
Alyxandra Hullfish from Catering,  
Tianna Leggette from Catering, John 

Lemen from Harrison, Joanna Taylor 
from Harrison, and Payton Alleman 
from The Square, a nice warm welcome.  

Welcome New BASC Employees

BASC Exemplary Service Award



Contribute to N & V’s
Email your items to kelly.plyter@basc1.org or grace.carnall@basc1.org. You can also drop them in the  
News & Views envelope located in your unit. The next News & Views deadline is July 26, 2019.  
The News & Views is also available at basc1.org (select the employee link.)

Editor: Kelly Plyter 
Graphic Design: Grace Carnall

Happy Birthday! 
The following employees will celebrate a 
birthday this summer:

June 
Laurie Magliocco Nicholle Post
Charles Cowley  Anita Herring
Danique Shallow Dustin Buzard
Teresa Holupko  Alex Grabar
Fred McMillian  Dana Weiss
Randy Sherwood  Jan Fahmer
Brooke Borrelli  Jean Gilman
Cortney Lawrence Kevin Mason
Darlene Sietmann Karen Lipka
Lidia Medrano-Garcia

July 
Samantha Miller  Diane Staub 
Larry Hueser  Ethan Boyd
Nathaniel Boyd  Sally Avino
Vern VanSkiver  Lisa Eichas
Lindsay McCafferty Kelly Plyter
Charity Bontadelli

August  
Jermaine Toppin  Erik Jones
Denise Wiggins  James Potter
Steven Macomber Keith Nauden
Elizabeth Deleon-Fox Gabe Rivera
Kristine Perry  Janet Olivieri
Laurelynn Gurnett 
Alejandro Garay MacLean

A Year of Fun


